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Our Beginning

NewColorsProject was originally
launched on May 21st, 2020 by Raymiro
David Gomez-Galiano with the purpose
of highlighting undocumented individuals
who have positively influenced their
communities. On August 19th, 2020, the
NewColorsProject was formalized by Mr.
Gomez-Galiano as a community project
that held a virtual English academy
named Aprende Inglés serving over 50+
Spanish-speaking adults. As of November
17th, 2020, the NewColorsProject is
federally recognized as a 501(c)3
nonprofit corporation.

Our Purpose

NewColorsProject was established to
create projects to positively serve
underserved communities. We focus on
making the maximum positive impact in
our social environments where our
members and volunteers provide the
momentum that helps us affect change.
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Our purpose is to learn about the needs
of our communities, be the voice of our
community in the formal arena, and act
as a resource by designing projects to
serve nationally underrepresented
demographic groups. 

Our Vision

The NewColorsProject is dedicated to
working in collaboration with young
people to build healthier communities
and a more just society for everyone. No
matter who they are or where they come
from, everyone receives the support they
require when they need it in order to
achieve their full potential in the future.

A nonprofit is as strong as the
community that holds it up. Together, we
can do more than we can do alone. Let's
bring our abilities and passions together
to affect real change.
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Lub dub. Lub dub. I created a style of music, where my body was the
instrument and my heart the conductor. During the COVID-19
shutdown, isolation championed mother earth and I found myself in
a world where fear dominated: our voices unheard, our identities
hidden. I remember on this day lowering my head onto my knees as
the melody of sadness, loss, and grief fell with every tear. We've lost
so much. The pulse within my heart soothed my body from its
brokenness. I used the sound of my soul to heal and understand my
truth. I was a broken instrument but now the conductor with an
amazing song to share. A song about new COLORS: Confidence.
Opportunities. Love. Optimism. Resilience. Strength.

August 20, 2022

It is a pleasure to recall and honor the powerful work of the
NewColorsProject as well as the community, to celebrate each
member who has helped make our projects successful and our
donors who continue to make our work possible. Many members of
our community have had heartbreaking losses over the past two
years, including loved ones. Through the optimism and resilience
that have kept our community moving forward, our projects
responded to the needs of the people and through it have grown.
With faith, came hope. 

The mission of the NewColorsProject is to learn about the needs of
our communities, be the voice of our community in the formal arena
and act as a resource by designing projects to serve nationally
underrepresented demographic groups. 

It is a great honor to lead the NewColorsProject beyond all limits
with partners like you. Thank you!

In Service and Community, 

Raymiro D. Gomez-Galiano
Founder & Chief Executive Officer
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Dear Friends of NewColorsProject,

As I sit down to write this letter, I am overwhelmed with joy and
excitement about this small but mighty Non-Profit 501(c)3
Corporation called NewColorsProject (NCP). Let’s look back on
where we have been, and how NCP became a 501(c)3 Corporation.
During his Senior year in high school, Raymiro Gomez-Galiano had
visions of creating positive change in his community. These visions
transformed into action.

I did not know Raymiro during this time, but I did follow him as I
was captivated by an article in the AV Press about a young man
giving back to his community on his 18th Birthday. At that time, he
said “It’s different than how most people would celebrate their
birthday and I’m actually really excited because it’s something that
we need. It’s something that our community needs...” Wow! I said
to myself. We need more young leaders like this! Little did I know,
I would be meeting Raymiro just a few months later.  Since this
time NCP has been doing great work in the areas of Community
Services like community outreach, volunteer support at community
events, youth leadership programs, English classes, community
clean-ups, and most recently providing leadership in Downtown LA
with community recognition programs.

Looking at our future and where we are headed: Now with the
Parent Corporation NewColorsProject in place we will begin the
work of creating positive change and awareness of programs
available in our communities.  NewColorsProject will continue to
grow, where giving back comes first. Please know without you, our
supporters, volunteers, family, and God… none of this would be
possible. I am very proud to serve as the Chair of the
NewColorsProject, Board of Directors.

In Appreciation and Gratitude,

David Harris,
NewColorsProject
Board of Directors, Chair
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OUR LEADERSHIP

CHAIRWOMAN
MARIA OORLOFF

MEMBER
SANTIAGO CORTES

MEMBER
SEBASTIAN KING

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE

GALA COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

MEMBER
Maria Kyupelyan

MEMBER
Giovanni Christon-Pope

ADVISOR
Michael McIntosh

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
RAYMIRO GOMEZ-GALIANO

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER 
DANISSA MARROQUIN

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

NAOMI RAMOS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BOARD CHAIR
DAVID HARRIS

MEMBER
GERDIM GOMEZ

MEMBER
HARMONY WHITING
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OUR AREAS OF IMPACT
ROCK PAINTING

The rewarding wellness ritual of rock painting: it
appears to be just another time-killing craft
endeavor, however, it can aid in our healing and
foster relationships. The need of looking out for
one another's physical and mental needs has
become clear to us as a result of the recent stress
brought by COVID-19. We're now engaging in as
many loving rituals as we can, from baking to
crocheting to bathing, to make up for the fact that
comfort is still hard to come by. Now comes rock
art, appearing to be just another creative activity to
keep your mind off of your constant worries. But
below, there's a brand-new, incredibly entertaining
method to re-engage with the outside world. The
act of creating a design on a rock and carrying it
out concentrates your attention on the work at
hand and diverts it from outside pressures,
temporarily easing anxiety and future concerns.
Increased levels of dopamine, frequently referred
to as the brain's reward neurochemical, and
serotonin, a feel-good neurochemical, are also
advantageous to the mind and body. Furthermore,
the practice of hiding the painted rocks around the
neighborhood also releases additional incentive
chemicals. Given that a sense of community is
essential for feelings of safety and security, the
individual who discovers your surprise gift may
experience a spike in mood-enhancing
neurochemicals. They not only understand the
message you've spread, but they also understand
that someone else put that rock there with the
intention of helping them. NewColorsProject is
proud to provide Rock-Painting pop-up stations
throughout the Antelope Valley!

Staff Appreciation

Events that express appreciation for staff members
promote company loyalty. This loyalty has a ripple
effect. Engaged workers spread 

their passion to their coworkers, which eventually
enhances the corporate culture and principles. A
celebration of appreciation is best held in the
summer. The NewColorsProject believes it is
indeed crucial to show your employees gratitude.
It's one of the easiest and most powerful ways to
show your staff that you care, and it can have a
huge impact on their motivation, creativity, and
productivity.

Supporting Small Businesses

Small businesses provide employment
opportunities locally for people who might not
wish to work for large big box companies, so
promoting economic growth and the local
economy. Small businesses are well renowned for
contributing significantly to neighborhood charities
and causes. The NewColorsProject is aware that
small-business owners are passionate about what
they do and are crucial to the well-being of their
neighborhoods. These small businesses contribute
significantly to helping those who live nearby in a
variety of ways, from giving communities a
hometown feel to making an effort to get to know
their neighbors. It's crucial to do so when it comes
to demonstrating your support for small
businesses, and not simply to assist them in
generating income and continuing to operate.
Small businesses must continually work on adding
new products to their shelves and new perks for
their clients because it can be more difficult for
them to remain relevant. This is advantageous
since it encourages healthy competition with their
more established rivals. Additionally, it motivates
small businesses to develop by giving their
products a distinctive twist in order to draw in new
clients. When you support a small business, you
are assisting the community. You can help the
community and preserve a strong local economy
by making purchases there.
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Pride Nights

Pride celebrations are about encouraging LGBTQ+
people to reclaim the freedoms and rights they
have been denied as well as the public space they
frequently feel excluded from. In order to combat
shame and social stigma and stand up to threats
and violence, visibility is essential. Within the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer,
Intersex (LGBTQI) community, the term "pride" is
an essential cultural notion, signifying
togetherness, collectivity, identity, and resistance
to violence and prejudice. In recognition of
individuals who took part in the most significant
gay rights demonstrations and as a reminder that
Pride can still fight for our rights, the
NewColorsProject celebrates during Pride Month.
Since then, it has developed into a significant
LGBTQIA+ community festival. In order to
remember the Stonewall uprising in Manhattan on
June 28, 1969, Pride Month is now observed every
June. The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and
Queer (LGBTQ+) Liberation Movement in the
United States reached a turning point with the
Stonewall uprising.

Senior Portrait Scholarships

Every senior in high school should have access to
professional senior portraits. Senior year is a
significant milestone, and senior pictures
commemorate and honor this incredible
achievement. For students, parents, and families, it
is a memorable occasion. The NewColorsProject
recognizes that senior portraits are out of reach
for some, especially in light of the pandemic's
impact. It saddens our hearts to see seniors,
students who wish to have their photographs
taken, go without this opportunity. This is why we
have decided to start a scholarship program for
senior portraits in partnership with William
Edwards Photography. The initial purpose of this
initiative was to provide 25 scholarships to the
graduating class of Palmdale High School (PHS) so
that students can apply for and get complimentary
Senior Portraits from 

William Edwards Photography, the school's official
photography agency. PHS teachers and staff has
the opportunity to nominate students for this
scholarship. Our goal is that by 2024, we are
serving our entire Antelope Valley High Schools.
Scholarship recipients are chosen by a committee
of Palmdale High School Alumni alongside
Raymiro D. Gomez-Galiano. The scholarship
awards will be managed by a committee of not less
than (3) three or not more than (9) nine persons.
The committee will not reveal any of the
information submitted in the application unless
specified by the student during the application
process.

Gala

The NewColorsProject Gala is our premier
fundraising event for our programming and
scholarships. This is an annual celebration
recognizing our successes for that year, and build
our case for supporters' continued donations. A
successful gala is the combination of organized
planning, comprehensive marketing, engaging
activities, and effective follow-up communication.
By researching best practices and investing in the
right resources, our Gala Committee can set
themselves and their future events up for success
right from the start. The NewColorsProject Gala
dinner is a large formal event, including a drinks
reception, a sit-down dinner, and dancing. There
are also presentations, speeches, awards ceremony,
and announcements between dinner and dancing
from distinct leaders in the Antelope Valley.

"Thanks to the NewColorsProject for this
great honor and fun night. The work is done
in the hope of bringing help to those who
need it. To be recognized for my work by such
a vibrant young organization is truly an
honor."

Patricia Morales
Community Programs Coordinator
City of Palmdale
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Donation Drives

Through donation campaigns, people and
organizations can provide new, unused, or old
products to people in need. For instance,
commonly donated items that could keep
individuals warm, safe, and fed include clothing,
hand sanitizer, and canned food. Giving is a kind
deed. The simple act of feeling good about giving is
one of the main advantages of making charitable
contributions. Giving back to people in need allows
you to grow personally and gives you a higher
sense of fulfillment. It also makes you feel good to
serve others. Anyone can assist 

Mental health

Our emotional, psychological, and social well-being
are all parts of our mental health. It influences our
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors. Additionally, it
influences how we respond to stress, interact with
others, and make good decisions. Every period of
life, from childhood and adolescence to maturity,
is vital for mental health. Both physical and mental
health are crucial aspects of overall health. For
instance, depression raises the danger of many
different physical health issues, especially chronic
diseases like diabetes, heart disease, and stroke. In
a similar vein, having chronic illnesses raises your
likelihood of developing mental disease. It is
crucial to keep in mind that a person's mental
health can alter over time and depend on a variety
of circumstances. A person's mental health may be
affected if the demands placed on them are greater
than their capacity for coping and resources. For
instance, someone may have poor mental health if
they are working long hours, providing care for a
relative, or going through financial difficulties. The
NewColorsProject considers advocacy for people
with mental illness and addictions to be crucial
because it raises awareness of behavioral health
issues that affect those who suffer from mental
illness and addictions, influences policymakers to
make decisions that will benefit people in your
county, state, and on a national level, and has a
direct impact on those affected locally, regionally,
and nationally.

their favorite charity, cause, or the community at
large by participating in donation campaigns. You
can raise money for an organization or gather
supplies like clothing, food, toys, or anything else
that will assist it to carry out its goal by using these
drives. Online or in-person donation drives are
both options. The community is constantly in need
of a variety of resources, some of which may be
challenging to locate or provide. Organizations are
hoping to get resources during a crisis or disaster,
like hand sanitizer and the pro gratis sharing of
skills.

Community Clean-ups

In addition to reducing pollution, a cleanup
program can educate locals about recycling and
other practices that will lessen the neighborhood's
carbon footprint by sorting local trash and
recycling as much as feasible. The
NewColorsProject organizes and takes part in a
number of community clean-up events to make the
neighborhood a safer and cleaner place for
everyone. It also informs people about the negative
effects of unlawful dumping. Participating in clean-
up efforts can raise awareness and attract people's
attention. When individuals see the trash and
garbage that is damaging to the environment, they
may reconsider consuming habits. Cleaning up is a
lot of work, which may influence individuals to
choose more environmentally friendly and
sustainable items. It may also compel concerned
authorities to take action, such as supplying
supplies for neighborhood cleanups or passing
stricter regulations against trash. Community
clean-ups have demonstrated the value of cleanups
in saving wildlife, boosting local economies, and
educating the public about the dangers that
garbage poses to both communities and animals.
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CELEBRATING 2 YEARS OF SERVICE IN THE ANTELOPE VALLEY AND BEYOND!
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APRIL

04/02/2022 Autism Acceptance and Disabilities Resource Fair

We were thrilled to come together to celebrate Autism Acceptance Month at the Prime
Desert Woodland Preserve in Lancaster in partnership with Altered Ego, a fitness apparel
and clothing business. 

AV Seed and Grow's Autism Acceptance and disAbilities Resource Fair  provided the
community with an opportunity to connect with over 30 local representatives from a variety
of fields who were excited to share information on the many community services &
resources available to community members. The NewColorsproject and Altered Ego had the
opportunity to serve over 50+ families through wellness kits and mental wellness rock
painting activities. 

04/16/2022 The Falcon Corps Vendor Pop-Up

The West Coast Performance Association (WCPA) indoor percussion, winds, and guard
competitions were back in-person at Palmdale High School hosted by the Palmdale Falcon
Corps. The NewColorsProject had the opportunity to support the marching band with its
premier spring season fundraiser through a wonderful lineup of local Antelope Valley
vendors who were ready to serve students and families of all ages during the WCPA
Competition! 

Together, the NewColorsProject raised over $500+ to help the Palmdale High School Falcon
Corps with travel, uniform, and instrument expenses for the 2022/23 marching band season,
while exposing local small businesses with more than 50+ families in attendance and seven
schools competing.
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MAY
05/10/2022 Staff Appreciation Day at USC

On this beautiful day, the NewColorsProject had the opportunity to share a space in
partnership with the University of Southern California (USC) community to show
appreciation for their hardworking staff. We had volunteers create thank you cards, paper
flowers, paint plaques, and so much for to gift to staff upon their arrival to a celebration filled
with music from USC's premier mariachi, Mariachi Los Troyanos! 

We would like to thank our sponsors and partners for helping us make this event special for
those who serve at USC. We would like to recognize our $500 Signature Sponsor: Ford of
Ventura, In-Kind Trojan Sponsors: USC Department of Public Safety, USC University
Relations, USC Keck School of Medicine, and USC Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center, 
 and our In-Kind Community Sponsors: Community Development Center USA, University
Village Starbucks, and RefiSnacks!

JUNE
06/23/2022 Pride Night at trio coffee house

Trio Coffee House hosted its first Pride Night Mixer, open to the Community, with the
support of the NewColorsProject and OUTreach Center. This was a night filled with pride-
themed treats, games, and painting! The NewColorsProject had the opportunity to provide
community resources ranging from local HIV & STD testing, mental health resources, and
resources to support families with children in the LGBTQ+ community.
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The NewColorsProject’s Gala is an annual fundraising event for the Raymiro D. Gomez-
Galiano Foundation Scholarship Projects. During this evening, the NewColorsProject
recognized community partners, local businesses, and community leaders, that demonstrate
and role model excellence in community involvement and youth development. The event was
attended by over 104 people at the Hellenic Center, and there was a lot of love for the
neighborhood in the air. The inaugural NewColorsProject Gala was attended by local
authorities such as the City of Palmdale City Council, the Palmdale Sheriff Station's Captain,
nonprofit CEOs and Directors, etc. 

We were pleased to honor Patricia Morales, Community Programs Coordinator for the City
of Palmdale, with the inaugural Community Angel Award in recognition of her outstanding
leadership, strength, and dedicated public service across the Antelope Valley and beyond. In
addition, we were pleased to also recognize William Edwards Photography with the inaugural
Corporate Leadership Award. William Edwards Photography has been an instrumental
partner in helping us fulfill our philanthropic mission through the Raymiro D. Gomez-
Galiano Foundation Scholarship Projects.

We would like to thank all of our sponsors which include William Edwards Photography,
Trio Coffee House, the University of Southern California, Big Shotz Bar and Grill, Ford of
Ventura, Community Development Center USA, the City of Palmdale, RefiSnacks, and the
Flesh Radio. The funds raised at the NewColorsProject Gala were used to award the Raymiro
D. Gomez-Galiano Senior Portrait Scholarships to 18 incredible and inspiring students in the
2023 Graduating Class of Palmdale High School. 
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JULY
07/31/2022 Scholarship Fundraiser at cold crush

The Raymiro D. Gomez-Galiano Foundation Scholarship Projects were the focus of the
concert that the NewColorsProject organized in partnership with local activist Devin
Rayford. We were able to raise almost $300 thanks to a collective of young musicians and
artists from the Antelope Valley, including Boomerang Village, the Flesh Radio, Ciek, Eli B,
Edv, Deism, and ZigZag. This event was held at Cold Crush Lancaster, where community
resources were made accessible by regional groups like NAMI Mental Health and SBCC, who
distributed anti-COVID-19 sanitizers.

AUGUST
08/20/2022 NewColorsProject Gala: Beyond All Limits
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OCTOBER
10/01/2022 AV Mental Health Awareness Day and Walk

Erick A Garcia "You Are Enough" Foundation is 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with the
mission to connect people to mental health resources. Their main focus is to increase mental
health awareness and suicide prevention in our community of the Antelope Valley. They
strive to break down the stigma often associated with seeking mental health care.

The NewColorsProject had the opportunity to sponsor the AV Mental Health Awareness Day
and Walk, which was the first of many to come to the City of Palmdale. This event brought
much love, hope, and joy needed for many who have been impacted by mental illness. There
were many activities including service dogs, mental wellness rock painting (provided by the
NewColorsProject), community resources, and so much more, free to the community. 

DECEMBER
12/09/2022 Midnight Mission Donation Drive

This holiday season, the NewColorsProject supported the positive work cultivated at the
Midnight Mission in the Downtown LA - Skid Row Community by hosting a Donation Drive
at the University of Southern California campus. Students and staff had the opportunity to
give back and donate NEW and unused undergarments such as Men’s and Women’s
underwear, socks, bras, undershirts, hats & beanies, and gloves & scarves. We would like to
thank our Chief Technology Officer, Naomi Ramos, who donated over $350 worth of food
items that were also donated to the Midnight Mission. 
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12/12/2022 RefiSnacks' 3rd Annual Snack Drive

RefiSnacks, a local business, was proud to announce its 3rd Annual Snack Drive and
Distribution in partnership with the AV Salvation Army and the NewColorsproject. We had
the opportunity to donate 50 Christmas stockings to use as snack bags for distribution. We
over-exceeded our goal of collecting nonperishable snacks to pass out to over 100+ kids in
the Antelope Valley. Items could be dropped off at the following locations: Lucky Luke Brew
Pub, Zero Degrees Custard, and Don Sal Cocina Cantina.  

SENIOR PORTRAIT
SCHOLARSHIPS

AWARDED

HOURS OF
COMMUNITY SERVICE
PERFORMED

FOOD ITEMS
COLLECTED AND

DONATED

SOCIAL MEDIA
ACCOUNTS
REACHED

18

416

620
7K

VOLUNTEERS
SUPPORTING THE

VISION OF
NEWCOLORS

57
UNDERGARMENTS
COLLECTED AND
DONATED64

HOURS OF FIELD
RESEARCH

CONDUCTED

FAMILIES ENGAGED
THROUGH ROCK-

PAINTING

27 76
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Without Donor

Restrictions
With Donor Restrictions Total

Contributions $16,195 $0 $16,195

Other Revenue $406 $0 $406

Total Revenue $16,601 $0 $16,601

Social Responsibility $15,531 $0 $15,531

Management and General $819 $0 $819

Total Expenses $16,350 $0 $16,350

Change in Net Assets $251 $0 $251
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Consolidated
Statement of Activities
For the Year Ending December 31, 2022

REVENUE

EXPENSES
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ROMANS 8:28
 

AND WE KNOW THAT IN ALL THINGS GOD WORKS FOR THE GOOD OF THOSE
WHO LOVE HIM, WHO HAVE BEEN CALLED ACCORDING TO HIS PURPOSE.

C O N T A C T  U S

NewColorsProject 501(c)3

38045 47th St E Suite #431 
Palmdale, CA 93552

(661) 839-8626

www.newcolorsproject.org
contact@newcolorsproject.org
@newcolorsproject

tel:6618398626

